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Lab GENERATING MUSIC TONE ON THE x86 PC 

 
Objective: Interfacing and use of the 8253/8254 in IBM PC. Generate various frequencies using 8253/8253. 

Program the counter 2 of the 8253/54. Explore the x86 input/output, and control ports. Introduce data 

structure concept. Write programs to play music notes on the x86 PC speaker by using ports of 42H (counter 

2 port), 43H (control port), and 61H (speaker port). 
 

Modify the demo source code to generate the music tones of D3, A3, and A4. 

 

For example, the frequency for note D3 is 147 Hz. The value 8116 will be loaded into counter 2 (port address 

42H). The formula for the value 8116 is 1.1931MHz/147Hz. Follow the same procedure, you can understand 

the following table: 

Music 

Note 

Frequency 

(Hz) 

Decimal (value loaded 

into counter 2 (Port 

42H) 

Hex (value loaded 

into counter 2 (Port 

42H) 

Time delay Programming 

D3 147 8116 1FB4 5 seconds DEMO 

A3 220 5423 152F 10 seconds Your work 

A4 440 2711 0A97 8 seconds Your work 

 

 
 

Demo for generating music note D3 by using ports of 42H, 43H, and 61H 

 

program musicNote; 

 

#include( "stdlib.hhf" ) 

#include( "linux.hhf" ) 

#include("math.hhf") 

 

static 

  orgbits: uns8; 

  nbits: uns8;  

 

var  

  req: linux.timespec; 

  rem: linux.timespec; 

 

begin musicNote; 

    linux.ioperm( $42, 2, 1);  

  //0x43 and 0x42 are the ports 

    mov($B6,AL);   // control word 

    mov($43, DX); 

    out(AL, DX); 

 

    mov($42, DX);  // low byte sent to counter 2 

    mov($B4, AL); 

    out(AL, DX); 

 

    mov($1F, AL);  // high byte sent to counter 2 

    mov($42, DX); 

    out(AL, DX); 
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    linux.ioperm( $61, 1, 1 );  // beep port 

    mov($61, DX);   // obtain original setting 

    in(DX, AL); 

    mov(AL, orgbits); 

    stdout.put( "Original bits:", orgbits," $", AL, nl ); 

       

    OR($03, AL);    // turn on speaker PB0=1, PB1=1 

    mov(AL, nbits); 

    out(AL, $61); 

    stdout.put( "Original bits after OR:", nbits, " $", AL, nl ); 

       

   // Wait up to five seconds.  

    mov(5, req.tv_sec);   //second 

    mov(0, req.tv_nsec);  //nanosecond 

    //remaining 0 second 

    mov(0, rem.tv_sec);  

    mov(0, rem.tv_nsec); 

    linux.nanosleep(req, rem); 

 

       

    mov($61, DX);    // turn off speaker  

    mov(orgbits, AL);   

    out(AL, DX); 

    stdout.put( "Program is finished before another wait", nl ); 

 

    linux.ioperm( $42, 2, 0 );   // close ports 42H and 43H 

    linux.ioperm( $61, 1, 0 );   // close a port 61H 

 

    stdout.put( "Program is finished", nl ); 

end musicNote; 

 

 

Lab Report Requirement: 

• A title page with the lab title, your name and other identification, the current date, and the due 
date. 

• If you modify or create a program in a lab exercise, the source code for that program should 
appear in the laboratory report (do not simply reprint source code appearing in this text in order to 
pad your lab report). 

• Output from all programs should also appear in the lab report. 
• For each exercise, you should provide a write-up describing the purpose of the exercise, what you 

learned from the exercise, and any comments about improvements or other work you’ve done 
with the exercise. 

• If you make any mistakes that require correction, you should include the source code for the 
incorrect program with your lab report. Hand write on the listing where the error occurs and 
describe (in handwriting, on the listing) what you did to correct the problem. Note: no one is 
perfect. If you turn in a lab report that has no listings with errors in it, this is a clear indication that 
you didn’t bother to perform this part of the exercise. 

• Appropriate diagrams if needed 


